thing possible on this side of the world was
done to prepare and pave the way for the
historic paddling expedition.
But that's as far as it went, and March
15, 1976 came and passed with no details
forthcoming from the Bhutanese , who had
initially "agreed in principle" to the con• cept of an expedition. Walker delayed the
trip two weeks in the hope of unraveling
the net of bureaucracy , but to no avail . He
postponed the trip again until the fall and
then put it on hold indefinitely.
For Walker it was a period of great
frustration and even embarrassment. He
had staked time , his name, and thousands
of dollars on the trip, and now it looked
more tenuous than it did when he first
dreamed of it in 1972. Contributors were
calling to find out about the trip, canoe
wanted the gear that it had helped raise returned for another expedition to the Canadian Northwest, and the equipment manufacturers were becoming miffed that their
donations were not being used .
But Walker was determined to proceed
with a Himalayan canoe-kayak trip in
some form. Letters of explanation were
sent to contributors. Equipment donors
were asked what they wished done with
their equipment while the expedition was
on hold. Although some said to sell it and
send them the money, and others said to
return it, most told Walker to hold onto it
for the indefinite future. The funds were
held in a bank account.
While the other eight team members
went on with their careers, Walker pursued the hope of paddling in Bhutan. He
was to persist in that effort for the next five
years. His energy and enthusiasm had
created the original trip concept and the
machinery to set it in motion; without his
continued determination in the following
years, the trip would never have been
launched in 1981 . Perhaps he was the only
one who really came to understand that
things move slowly in Asia and that quick
decisions are rarely reached . For if he
didn't have it before 1975, he certainly developed it in the years that followed: Eastem Patience.
In the next three years two developments occurred that had important ramifications for the canoe-kayak expedition.
One, Bhutan established a New York City
tourism office under the direction of Marie
Brown . This greatly facilitated direct and
timely contact with the proper authorities
in T1hutan . Two, under Bhutan Tourism
Agency Manager Mr. Sangey's initiative,
a trekking tourist program was started in
1977 . This was the crack in the door for
the expedition . Bhutan was beginning to
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recognize its incredible possibilities for
outdoor experience .
Walker continued to apply pressure
with letters and phone calls. Finally , in
February 1981 , he received a letter from
Bhutan officials stati ng that they were
now , six years later, ready to accept a
kayak tour on a limited scale . The trip
length would be reduced from 30 to I 0
days , six team members rather than nine
would be admitted, and the party would
only be able to go two-thirds of the way
down the Wong Chu River (take-out point
to be the Chukka Hydroelectric Project).
But hallelujah! It was a breakthrough
and the first concrete sign that Walker had
received in six years . His incredible perseverance had reaped dividends at last.

A

POOR wAY TO describe Tom

McEwan would be to call him
the director of a summer day
camp, which he is. A better
way would be to call him a man of pure
water, part Spartan , part Stoic, a flinty individual who carries high expectations for
himself and his responses to life's situations .
'
From a paddling viewpoint, a man of
pure water uses second-hand, patched
equipment, for to him the virtues of utility
and spending a minimum of money outrank cosmetics and waterproofness. Such
a man wraps himself in a thin blanket to
sleep on the floor of a van that has seen two
engine lifetimes . He awakens to a breakfast of cold gruel left from the previous
evening's dinner as he dons wet, cold paddling gear before the sun rises. And he
loves every second of it because that's the
way whitewater paddling is meant to be
practiced . Such a man runs Great Falls of
the Potomac River in the wee hours of daylight because fewer people would see him
do it then . Fame is eschewed by a man of
pure water.
.
A man of pure water has certain ideas
about what a kayak expedition should entail. Ideally, it should test one's physical
and mental limits, a mano-a-mano contest
with long rapids, back-breaking portages,
cold bivouacs in wet paddling clothes,
dangerous encounters with wildlife ... everything but beheading the Hydra or cleaning the Aegean stables.
By late morning of the third day in Bhutan, Tom was seeing scarlet. Here we had
planned this trip for six years; spent 40
hours on planes to travel halfway around
the world; seen three days consumed in
fiddling with equipment in India; spent
two days and two nights in Bhutan traveling by bus on the winding roads and eating

restaurant food; and we had yet to put a
paddle in the water. That morning we had
suffered the bureaucrats at the Indian Embassy in Thimbu and now we were watching Bhutanese dancers in exotic costumes
perform on the lawn of a hotel above
Thimbu , an event planned for us by our
hosts and one we couldn't duck . To make
matters worse, we were seated with a
group of pale, obese German tourists . The
veins in McEwan's forehead pulsated in
frustration . He wanted some roots to
gnaw, some boulders to drag his kayak
across, some purifying discomfort to endure ... anything but this facile interlude.
We hit the water less than two hours
later and no one was happier than Tom.
The ceremonial trappings were nice, and
they had their place, but this was what we
had come 12,000 miles for. With the first
splash of cold water from the Upper Wong
Chu River, Tom's spirits lifted as we
headed downstream to the Thimpu
Bridge .

E

D HIXSON IS 40 years old and

practices general surgery in
Saranac Lake, New York. That
is, when he's not exploring remote areas of North America and the
world, or traveling in his official capacity
as Director of the Medical Supervisory
Team of the U.S. Nordic Ski Teams. He
served as co-chairman of the Medical
Committee at the 1980 Winter Olympics,
and is expedition doctor for the 1982
American Everest Expedition.
Despite his exemplary record in sports
medicine, Ed was one of the unknown elements of the Bhutan trip . His canoeing
background included annual Canadian
wilderness open-canoe trips, open-canoe
racing during his years at Middlebury College in Vermont, and even a top-10 finish
in North . America's most prestigious
marathon canoe race - the Classique in
Shawinigan, Quebec . But he lacked riverrunning experience in kayaks or decked
canoes . Secondly, most of the team members had not met him . Would he be analbatross around the group 's neck, demanding to paddle everything the group did?
Would he run whitewater that was above
his capabilities, thus endangering himself
and the others who would be forced to rescue him? Above all, would he blend in
with the group for I0 days?
Our second day of paddling saw us on
the Paro River, which helped form the valley west of Thimbu. The river in the town
of Paro was gentle-a few mild riffles but
predominantly briskly-moving flatwater.
Above town the road grew steeper as the
river ducked from view. Was it flat or was

